Multi-view time series classification aims to fuse the distinctive temporal information from different views to further enhance the classification performance. Existing methods mainly focus on fusing multi-view features at an early stage (e.g., learning a common representation shared by multiple views). However, these early fusion methods may not fully exploit the view-specific distinctive patterns in highdimension time series data. Moreover, the intra-view and inter-view label correlations, which are critical for multi-view classification, are usually ignored in previous works. In this paper, we propose a Global-Local Correlative Channel-Aware Fusion (GLCCF) model to address the aforementioned issues. Particularly, our model extracts global and local temporal patterns by a two-stream structure encoder, captures the intraview and inter-view label correlations by constructing a graph based correlation matrix, and extracts the cross-view global patterns via a learnable channel-aware late fusion mechanism, which could be effectively implemented with a convolutional neural network. Extensive experiments on two realworld datasets demonstrate the superiority of our approach over the state-of-the-art methods. An ablation study is further provided to show the effectiveness of each model component.
Introduction
Time series classification has attracted increasing attention recently since temporal data contains more dynamic patterns which cannot be discovered easily. Many algorithms have been proposed for modeling time series data in different application domains, such as transportation (Yao et al. 2018 ) and healthcare (Harutyunyan et al. 2017) . Nowadays, owing to the advanced sensing techniques, objects or events can be observed through multiple modalities, which results in tons of multi-view time series data containing complementary temporal information. For example, RGB, depth, and skeleton are three common modalities for video action recognition. They provide more comprehensive information to depict human actions than an individual view. For another example, several types of signals of human body can be monitored as different modalities in health-care applications, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and electrocardiograph (ECG). These multi-view signals record the same physical state simultaneously, and thus provide view-
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Fusions in label space Classification Figure 1 : Multi-view temporal data has distinctive patterns in each view providing the view-specific information such as attention distributions are different cross views in feature space. Intra-view/inter-view label correlations are necessary to be considered for multi-view fusion in label space.
specific information to facilitate with each other. Seeing the great potential of utilizing the complementary information from different views, multi-view learning has drawn significant attention in recent years and has been successfully applied in several application scenarios (Xu, Tao, and Xu 2013; Nie et al. 2016; Nie, Cai, and Li 2017) . Existing algorithms could be roughly classified into three groups (Xu, Tao, and Xu 2013) : 1) co-training, 2) multiple kernel learning, and 3) subspace learning. Generally, the cotraining related methods integrate multi-view data by maximizing the common mutual information of different views, the multiple kernel learning methods design specific learning kernel for each view and then combine them together, and the subspace learning methods seek for the common latent subspace shared by multiple views. Although these methods have achieved promising results, it is not straightforward to directly employ them for modeling temporal data.
On another side, the single-view time series classification task is widely explored (Zheng et al. 2014; Hüsken and Stagge 2003) under two cases, i.e., univariate and multivariate. The univariate time series classification mainly studies the distance measurement between two sequential data such as (Marteau and Gibet 2014) . Many research attempts have also been made in handling the multivariate time series. To name a few, (Bankó and Abonyi 2012) Figure 2 : In our model, multi-view temporal data are set as input simultaneously to train an end-to-end deep framework. A twostream encoder extracts global and local temporal patterns for C v (·) which is view-specific classifier to obtain initial predicted label for late fusion mechanism. Intra-view and inter-view label correlations are captured by graph based correlation matrices. The learnable late fusion strategy fuses multi-view label correlations and extracts global patterns for performance improvement.
and Chen 2016) utilizes the convolutional neural networks (CNN). However, only a few methods have been proposed for solving multi-view and multivariate time series classification. (Li, Li, and Fu 2016) proposes a discriminative bilinear projection framework to build a shared latent subspace for multi-view temporal data. (Zadeh et al. 2018 ) designs a fusion strategy based on long short-term memory (LSTM) networks. (Yuan et al. 2018) proposes an attention mechanism for multi-view temporal data. It is worth noting that, all these methods focus on the early fusion strategy, which may not fully exploit the view-specific distinctive patterns and ignore the intra-view and inter-view label correlations. To solve the above issues, we propose a Global-Local Correlative Channel-aware Fusion (GLCCF) mechanism for the multi-view time series classification, which jointly leverages the view-specific distinctive global/local temporal patterns existing in feature space and the intra-view/inter-view correlations in label space (see Figure 1 ). Specifically, our model first applies a two-stream temporal encoder to extract global/local temporal features, followed by a classifier for each view. Thus, the raw label information is obtained. Then, the intra-view/inter-view label correlations are captured by a concise but effective graph based correlation matrix. Finally, a learnable fusion mechanism is designed to globally integrate the label correlations and tune the entire network. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We propose a learnable late fusion mechanism for solving multi-view time series classification, which is underexplored by previous works.
• We develop an end-to-end network to jointly capture view-specific representation by global-local temporal encoder and fuse the cross-view correlative information by channel-aware fusion layer.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two datasets compared with state-of-the-art methods to show the effectiveness of our model, and provide a detailed ablation study to further demonstrate the indispensability of each component in our proposed model.
Related Work Time Series Classification
Time series data, as a type of important sequence data, can be collected and applied in a wide range of domains (Xing, Pei, and Keogh 2010) . Generally, the methods focusing on time series classification task can be roughly categorized into three groups: 1) feature based classification, 2) sequence distance based classification, 3) model based classification. Feature based algorithms such as (Kadous and Sammut 2005) (Ye and Keogh 2009) extract a feature vector from time series and then apply traditional classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) to make classification. Deep neural network has great ability to fit non-linear mapping and extract complicated temporal features for classification (Karim et al. 2019 ). Reservoir computing (Bianchi et al. 2018 ) is proposed based on recurrent neural network to learn the representation for multivariate time series classification. Distance based methods aim to design distance function to measure the similarity of a pair of sequences. As long as obtaining a reasonable distance metric, we apply conventional classifier such as SVM and K-Nearest neighbor (KNN) to further make the classification. For example, DTW (Xi et al. 2006 ) is a typical distance based algorithm which is still eligible for the different lengths of time series situation. Other distance based models also have been proposed for time series classification such as (Wei and Keogh 2006) (Ratanamahatana and Keogh 2004 ) (Keogh and Kasetty 2003) . Model based methods assume that all sequences in one specific class are generated by a potential generative model. During the training stage, the corresponding parameters of potential model are learned and the test samples are classified based on the likelihood. To name a few, Hidden markov model (HMM) (Rabiner 1989) is widely used in time series classification for speech recognition application. Naive bayes sequence classifier is another typical model based method which observes the feature independent assumption. In our work, we mainly focus on multi-view time series classification problem which is not fully explored by above methods.
Multi-View Learning
Multi-view learning has attracted more attention in recent decades. The distinct patterns extracted from each view can be regarded as mutual-support information to benefit multiview learning performance. Multi-view learning has been widely used in many scenarios, such as object classification (Qi et al. 2016) , clustering (Bickel and Scheffer 2004) , semisupervised learning (Hou et al. 2010) , action recognition (Cai et al. 2014) , face recognition (Li et al. 2002) , etc. Fusing information from different views is always considered as an effective way in multi-view learning to combine distinctive patterns from each view for performance improvement (Swoger et al. 2007 ) (Bruno and Marchand-Maillet 2009) . Fusion strategies can be roughly divided into three groups (Atrey et al. 2010 ): 1) Feature fusion, 2) Decision fusion, 3) Hybrid fusion. Feature fusion (early fusion) focuses on merge distinctive information from different views at the early stage to take the advantage of unusual information from each view. Decision fusion (late fusion) aims to fuse the decision for views at the late stage. Hybrid fusion is a combination of feature fusion and decision fusion. However, most existing multi-view learning algorithms are not designed for temporal data and cannot be used for multi-view time series data directly. In our work, we propose a novel global-local correlative channel-aware late fusion mechanism to build an end-to-end deep framework for multi-view time series data classification task.
Methodology Preliminary
refers to the v-th view feature matrix. For ∀v, we denote N , T , and D v as sample number, time steps, and feature dimension, respectively. Let Y ∈ R N ×K be the label matrix corresponding to X, where K > 0 denotes the class number and Y i ∈ {0, 1} K , Y i = 1, is the one-hot label vector for the i-th sample, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . All the views in X share with the sample label matrix Y .
In this study, we aim to train our model on the training set {X train , Y train } by leveraging the complementary information of multiple views through an end-to-end learnable latefusion way, and eventually predict the class labels for all the samples in X test . Note that, we refer to {X , Y } as the training set by default. Our proposed framework, GLCCF, can be divided into two main parts, global-local temporal encoder and correlative channel-aware fusion mechanism which will be introduced concretely in the rest of this section.
Global-Local Temporal Encoder
Temporal information is the key factor to characterize the time-series data. It usually provides discriminative feature representations to classifier, and thus obtains high-quality label information for the fusing process. In our model, we propose a global-local temporal encoder to fully capture the temporal context, consisting of a global-temporal encoder E g and a local-temporal encoder E l . Specifically, we en-code each individual view's feature by
where
represents the output given by E g /E l , q(·, ·) denotes a common fusion operation like average or concatenation, and E g , E l are two networks parameterized by φ v g , φ v l , respectively. Generally, we could learn φ v g , φ v l by minimizing the following loss:
where (·, ·) represents a specific loss function (e.g., 2 or cross-entropy),
is the the v-th view's classifier usually parameterized by a linear mapping.
In the next, we will introduce more details for each view's encoders, i.e.,
. For convenience, we may omit the subscript v, and refer to h, x as ∀i-th sample in H, X, when no confusion occurs.
Global-Temporal Encoder We adopt Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to parameterize our global-temporal encoder E g (·; φ g ) for each view, as RNNs have been well validated as an effective way to capture the long-term temporal context for time-series data. Particularly, we employ the long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) as the RNN cell, which is given by
where f t , i t , o t , c t , and h t represent forget gate, input gate, output gate, cell state and hidden state, at the current t-th time step, respectively, 1 ≤ t ≤ T , c t−1 and h t−1 are cell and hidden states at the last time step, σ g , σ c , σ h are activation functions, and • represents the element-wise product. In Eq.(3), W * , U * and b * are all learnable weights,
To further model the global temporal information, we leverage attention mechanism to integrate the hidden states of all the time steps. By using attention, we explicitly learn the dynamic correlation cross different time steps, and obtain the global temporal representation H g by
where ω = {ω t } are the learnable attention weights. By using Eqs. (3-4), we eventually formulate our E g (·; φ g ) as LSTM with attention mechanism, and have
Local-Temporal Encoder Different from the global temporal encoder, we utilize convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to formulate our local-temporal encoder E l (·; φ l ), as CNNs probe patterns from local-characterized data.
Specifically, we apply a set of 1D convolutional filters to extract local patterns in X as following the temporal convolutional networks (TCN) (Lea et al. 2016) . Let M be the number of CNN layers and F m ∈ R N ×Tm×Dm be the output of the m-th layer, where 1 ≤ m ≤ M , T m and D m denotes the corresponding time steps and output dimension, respectively. Given F 0 = X, we compute F m by
where W m ∈ R Dm×Dm−1×∆T is the weight of convolutional filter, b m ∈ R Dm is the bias, ∆T represents the size of temporal sliding window, * denotes the convolution operation. In Eq. (5), BN {γm,βm} (·) refers to the batch normalization block (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015) with learnable parameters γ m and β m , which is used to further improve the effectiveness and stability of E l .
In order to reduce the number of parameters and avoid over-fitting issue, a global average pooling layer (Lin, Chen, and Yan 2013) is added after each convolutional block. By using these techniques, we efficiently extract local temporal information and obtain high-level representation H l by
where g(·) is the global average pooling layer. Through applying Eqs. (5-6), we concretize our E l (·; φ l ) as CNN with batch normalization and global average pooling, and have φ l = {W m , b m , γ m , β m } M m=1 .
Correlative Channel-Aware Late Fusion
Efficiently fusing mutual-support information from the predicted label of each view H v is the central fact of late fusion mechanism. It takes advantage of intra-view and interview label correlations to achieve higher performance for multi-view learning. In our model, we propose a correlative learnable fusion mechanism to sufficiently capture and fuse the label correlation information. It constructs a graph based correlation matrix to probe intra-view and inter-view label correlations and a CNN based fusion module to integrate global patterns. Then, based on the i-th predicted labelŶ v i of each view from H v , we introduce our correlative learnable fusion strategy. For convenience, we introduce our fusion model based on ∀i-th sample and omit the subscript i.
Label Correlation Matrix
We adopt a concise but effective strategy to capture the intra-view and inter-view label correlations separately. The intra-view label correlation matrix for each view v is introduce by
where G v,v ∈ R K×K is the correlation matrix derived by multiplying the predicted labelŶ v ∈ R K×1 and its trans-
represents the relationship of corresponding two predicted labels from view v. r intra is obtained by concatenating V intra-view matrices together introduced by
where r intra ∈ R K×K×V . In a similar way, the inter-view label correlation matrix for each pair of views is introduced by
where G u,w ∈ R K×K is the correlation matrix derived by multiplying the predicted labelŶ u ∈ R K×1 from view u and the transpose of predicted labelŶ w ∈ R 1×K from view w for ∀u, w ∈ V, u = w. Each element of G u,w represents the inter-view relationship of corresponding two predicted labels from view u and view w. Considering all the possible combinations of pair-view, r inter is obtained by concatenating V 2 inter-view matrices together introduced by
where r inter ∈ R K×K×( V 2 ) . By using Eqs. (7-8) and Eqs. (9-10), we formulize the stacked intra-view and inter-view correlation matrices as multi-channel tensors.
Channel-Aware Global Late Fusion Mechanism Multiview label correlation information is extracted and represented by label correlation matrices. The informative patterns of label correlations are reserved in each element instead of a local area of matrix, but still contained in the same place across different channels. Hence, we employ CNN structure with 1 × 1 kernels as "pixel-wise" channel-aware pattern extractor to integrate cross-view correlative information which can be given by
where r ∈ R K×K×N k is the fusion matrix, r intra /r inter denotes the stacked correlation matrix of intra-view/inter-view, and E f (·, φ f ) is the CNN based fusion encoder parameterized by φ f , with N k being the number of kernels in E f . We parameterize the fusion encoder E f (·, φ f ) by
where r
are the parameterized weights and bias of 1 × 1 filters. [r intra , r inter ] p,q represents the (p, q) element of cross-view correlation tensor concatenated by r intra and r inter . f (·) is the activation function.
By using Eqs. (11-12), we formulate our fusion encoder E f (·, φ f ), and eventually have φ f = {W, b}. We could update φ f by minimizing the following loss:
Algorithm 
computeŶ f through C f and Eq. (11) 10:
update φ f and C f using Eq. (13) 11: end for 12: returnŶ v andŶ f where (·, ·) denotes the same loss function in Eq. (2),
is the prediction for the i-th sample given by r i which is the corresponding fusion matrix r for i-th sample, T f latten is a flatten operation to transfer feature matrix r i into a feature vector, and C f (·) : R D f → R K is the final classifier usually parameterized by a linear mapping with D f = K × K × N k . During the training process, we alternatively optimize the set of loss L v for each view and L f for final classifier. The entire procedure of training our proposed GLCCF algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Experiments Experimental Setting
Datasets EV-Action dataset (Wang et al. 2019 ) is a largescale multi-view human action dataset. It contains RGB, depth, skeleton and EMG views. We choose the first three views to set our multi-view time series experiments. Ev-Action contains 20 human common actions including 10 actions finished by single subject like walking, sitting, jumping, etc, and the other 10 actions finished by the same subjects interacting with other objects like moving table, drinking, reading book, etc. It includes 53 subjects ( the first 53 out of 70 subjects in original EV-Action dataset) performing each action 5 times so that we have 5300 samples in total and each subject performs 100 action clips for 20 classes. We choose the action clips collected from first 40 subjects as training set and the rest 13 subjects as test set.
UCI daily sport dataset (Asuncion and Newman 2007) (Altun, Barshan, and Tunçel 2010) is a multivariate time series dataset which contains motion sensor data of 19 human daily and sports actions including walking, running, standing, sitting, etc. There are 45 sensors placed on subject's body in 5 different units: torso, right arm, right leg, left arm, left leg. Each unit has 9 sensors on it with 25 Hz sampling frequency to collect the time series signal. Each class of activity is performed by 8 subjects for 5 minutes. Each 5 minutes time series signal is divided into several 5 second segments. Each activity has 480 samples and the feature di- (Karim et al. 2019) is novel deep framework proposed to handle multivariate time series data which contains a two pathways structure to encode temporal data. RC framework (Bianchi et al. 2018) proposes an RC approach to encode the time series data as vectorial representations in an unsupervised fashion. MFN (Zadeh et al. 2018 ) designs a memory fusion mechanism to tackle with multi-view temporal data. We fuse multi-view temporal data by concatenating them together as input of LSTM and CNN model for early fusion comparison referring to Concat-LSTM and Concat-CNN. We employ three different late fusion strategies to further prove the effectiveness of our proposed late fusion module by concatenating, computing the average value and choose the largest label score from different views referring to Label-Concat, Label-Average and Label-Max. For all the baseline methods, we use exactly the same experimental settings to split datasets and evaluate the performance as our model. For the MLSTM-FCN and RC framework baseline methods, we concatenate time series data from different views together as a multivariate time series input to adopt them for multi-view time series scenario. Since MFN is designed for multi-view learning, we directly input data from different views to evaluate the model. All the state-of-the-art baseline methods cannot provide single-view results and multi-view results simultaneously so that we report the performances separately. For the Concat-LSTM and Concat-CNN, they cannot provide single-view performance. For the other three self-designed baseline methods Label-Concat, Label-Average and Label-Max which contain viewspecific classifier for each view and final classifier for crossview fusion so that we can report the single-view and multiview performances simultaneously.
Implementation We arrange the EV-Action dataset and extract the frame-level feature for RGB, depth, skeleton views respectively to set the multi-view time series scenario. We align all the action clip of three views into 60 frames using cutting and repeating strategies for longer and shorter clips. We use TSN (Wang et al. 2016) to extract framelevel feature for RGB view with pre-trained BNInception network as backbone. Each RGB action clip is extracted as a 60x1024 feature matrix where 60 is the time steps and 1024 is the frame-level feature dimension. The depth view is transferred into RGB form firstly using HHA algorithm (Gupta et al. 2014 ) and extracted feature by exactly the same TSN framework used for RGB view. Each depth action clip is also extracted as 60x1024 feature matrix. For skeleton view, since skeleton data contains accurate position information of each joint on human body, we simply concatenate 3D coordinates of 25 joints and obtain 75 dimensional frame-level feature. As a summary, RGB, depth and skeleton views are represented as multi-view time series data with 60 time steps and 1024, 1024, 75 feature dimensions for them separately in EV-Action dataset. UCI Daily and Sports Activity data is collected by sensors placed on human body and we follow the self-designed multi-view experimental setting in ?Dataset section? to set the multi-view scenario directly where View1 and View2 are represented with 125 time steps and 27, 18 feature dimensions separately.
As shown in Figure 2 , the frame-level feature of each view is set as input of global-local temporal encoder simultaneously to obtain the view-specific representations. The outputs of global-temporal encoder and local-temporal encoder are concatenated as the input of view-specific classifier C v . Each C v is trained by optimizing its corresponding loss L v . The predicted label from different viewsŶ v construct two sets of correlation matrices for capturing intraview and inter-view correlations separately. The cross-view correlative tensor is derived by stacking all the correlation matrices and fed into global late fusion module. Fused feature vector is set as input to train classifier C f for final la- Figure 3 : Comparisons between our model and several late fusion strategies including concatenating, average value and maximum value of predicted labels from different views which prove that our proposed late fusion mechanism is an effective and efficient late fusion strategy. Shadow lines denote the exact performances per batch step, while the solid lines indicate the smoothed performances.
bel prediction through optimizing L f . We set the batch size to 128. The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) is applied for optimization and the learning rates are set 0.0001 for all the view-specific classifier synchronously and global late fusion. During the training process, the classifiers of all different views C v are trained firstly to obtain the initial classification result of each view which makes a concrete foundation for the late fusion learning. Then the final classifier C f is trained based on the initial predicted labels. The set of C v and C f are trained alternatively during the whole training process and we report the performance of single-view and cross-view fusion simultaneously. Our model is implemented using Tensorflow with GPU acceleration.
Performance Analysis
For EV-Action dataset, the results are shown in Table 1 late fusion strategies are implemented to prove our learnable late fusion mechanism is more effective than simple fusion strategies. The comparisons between different late fusion strategies for EV-Action dataset are shown in Figure 3 which illustrates the performance variations along with batch steps. For UCI dataset, the results are shown in Table 2 , View1 and View2 represent the two single-view and Two-view indicates the fused multi-view. View2 always obtains better results for single-view compared with View1. The baseline methods can achieve competitive results for singleview but cannot outperform our fusion strategy. MFN improves the multi-view performance compared with singleview, however, it is still lower than our model which denotes the temporal feature encoder of MFN is not effective enough to provide foundation for its early fusion strategy. MLSTM-FCN obtains high performance for both singleview and multi-view, however, it cannot utilize multi-view data sufficiently for further improvement. Our proposed model achieves the best multi-view performance including comparing with three simple late fusion strategies.
Ablation Study
We further design detailed ablation study to prove the necessity of each component in our model. First, we use globaltemporal encoder and local-temporal encoder individually to extract feature vector for view-specific classification on two datasets as shown in Table 3 . For EV-Action dataset, global encoder always achieves higher at least comparable performance than local encoder for each view. However, for UCI dataset, the local encoder outperforms global encoder for both two views. Our two-stream temporal encoder takes advantage of these two encoders to capture global and local temporal patterns simultaneously which indicates it is indispensable to handle diverse time series data.
We divide our fusion module into several parts and make the ablation studies to prove the effectiveness for each of them. First, the whole late fusion module can be separated as two parts, label correlative matrix and CNN global fu- Table 4 . Only intra-view represents we only use intra-view matrices to demonstrate the necessity of inter-view matrix in our model. Only inter-view indicates the similar ablation strategy of inter-view and intraview respectively. CNN Fusion Only means we remove all the correlative matrices and concatenate predicted label vectors together as input to CNN fusion network which proves the necessity of our whole correlative matrices. Ours without CNN indicates that instead of employing a CNN fusion module, we directly flatten all the correlation matrices into one feature vector as input to final classifier which demonstrates our late fusion is effective to capture global patterns.
The results illustrate that a part of the integrated model cannot obtain the highest performance while the complete late fusion module achieves the ideal accuracy. The performance curves of ablation study is shown in Figure 4 which presents the performance variations along with batch steps.
Conclusions
We propose a novel end-to-end framework for multi-view time series classification task in this paper called Global-Local Correlative Channel-Aware Fusion mechanism called GLCCF. A global-local temporal encoder is applied to extract informative global and local temporal feature for viewspecific classifier. By this way, the distinctive feature from each view is fully and independently utilized to lay a foundation for late fusion. Further, we propose a novel learnable late fusion mechanism to fuse the multi-view label information in terms of the intra-view and inter-view label correlations. Extensive evaluation results of two multi-view time series datasets demonstrate that our model is an effective end-to-end framework for multi-view time series classification. Detailed ablation study further demonstrates that our global-local temporal encoder is necessary in order to extract view-specific distinctive patterns for diverse time series data; also, each component of our learnable late fusion module is indispensable for fully utilizing multi-view label correlations. All the experimental results illustrate our proposed model is an effective end-to-end framework for a wide range of multi-view time series classification tasks.
